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Dear Parents and Guardians, 
 
We need your help. In order to make your child=s educational experience the very best it can be, 
home and school must work together.    
 
It is for this reason that we have created a Parents= Handbook, in consultation with staff and 
parents, which explains some of the day to day routines and expectations here at the school 
from an Aadult perspective@.  We hope that it will help you to guide your son/daughter throughout 
their years at Crossroads. 
 
Please take the time to read over this handbook.   If you have any questions or concerns about 
information presented, please contact us at the school.  We thank you in advance for your 
support in our efforts to educate your children. 
 
Yours in good Citizenship, 
 
The Crossroads Staff  
 
        
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
We Believe …  

 
( Every person should be treated with respect. 
( Parents and teachers are partners in the education process modeling tolerance, patience 

and respect for every child. 
( Everyone must value the accomplishments of others, as well as their own, in order to 

develop confidence, curiosity, initiative, and self-discipline. 
( The provision of a safe, positive and nurturing environment will challenge children to 

pursue educational excellence. 
( A variety of instructional strategies are necessary to meet the needs of our students, 

including visual, verbal and hands-on learning techniques. 
( Both individual and collaborative learning strategies are necessary for the development 

of the knowledge, skills and attitudes that will enable our students to be life-long learners 
and positive participants in society. 

( On-going communication between parents, teachers, and children is necessary for 
students to achieve educational success. 

 

 
 

At Crossroads Public School we are making 
a difference by demonstrating ... 
 

Respect 
 

Cooperation 
 

Caring 

Crossroads is a TRIBES School 
 
TRIBES AGREEMENTS: 
• Attentive Listening 
• Appreciations – No Put Downs 
• The Right to Pass 
• Mutual Respect 
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The Importance of Communication 
 
The home and the school are vital partners in a child=s education.  Through communication 
comes understanding and through understanding comes common goals.  As parents and 
educators, we all want to provide the best possible educational opportunities for our children. 
 
The school will communicate through monthly newsletters, our school website, Parents= 
Handbook, special notices, permission forms, school council communications, classroom 
publications, class websites, report cards, interviews, open houses, telephone calls, etc.  We 
strongly encourage you as parents to initiate communication by letter, telephone (905-468-
7793), email (visit crossroads.dsbn.org and use contact feature), or in person.  If you have 
questions about the school program or your child=s progress, please don=t hesitate to call!  
Teachers need and want your involvement. 

 
 

Student Information 
 
Each year, students bring home a Trillium Student Information Form, asking for critical 
information needed at the school.  This form should be filled out as accurately as possible and 
returned to the school during the first week of September.  Emergency contact numbers are 
particularly important as these are the people we would call if you could not be reached.  Please 
speak to the people you plan to use as emergency contacts to ensure that they are willing to 
take on this role.  Ensure that they are easily accessible (i.e., frequently at home, carry a cell 
phone) and that if needed they could get to the school in a timely fashion (i.e., local, owning a 
vehicle).  If at any point in time during the school year your information should change, please be 
sure to contact the school office to update your file.   

 
 

Student Conduct Code 
 
Every student in grades one through eight will receive a publication entitled AStudent Conduct 
Code@ at the beginning of each school year as a part of their Student Organizer.  It is fully 
explained to students by their homeroom teacher.  It is then sent home for the parents to review 
with their child.  This conduct code gives some vital information for ensuring good behaviour and 
citizenship among our students. 
 
 

 
 

School Insurance 
 
School insurance forms are sent home early in September.  Parents wishing to  
purchase this insurance are asked to mail these forms directly to the company  
in the prepaid envelope provided.   
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School Hours  
 
>School Hours= begin when the student leaves his/her home in the morning, and ends when the 
student returns home at the end of the school day.  Outdoor supervision begins at 8:35 a.m.  
Students who walk to school or who are transported by means other than bus should not arrive 
before 8:35 a.m .  Students are expected to be in the building or yard during class times, fitness 
and nutrition breaks. If students need to leave the school during the day, they must have staff 
permission, parent supervision, and must “sign out” at the office before departing the building.   
 
At the beginning of the school year a ALunch Form@ will be sent home with all students asking 
parents to indicate the normal lunch time arrangements for their son/daughter.  For students at 
Crossroads, “lunch” is our second break from 12:50 – 1:35 p.m.  There are two choices on this 
form - staying at school for lunch or leaving the school for lunch. We understand that family 
schedules can be complicated, and plans may need to change from the normal routine now and 
then.  To ensure student safety, parents must write a note to the teacher or phone the school 
office in order to change normal lunch time arrangements.  Students who normally stay for lunch 
are expected to remain at the school for the entire lunch period.  Students who leave for lunch 
are expected to return in time for afternoon classes. Due to our location along a busy 
regional road, and the significant distance to stores/restaurants, we STRONGLY 
discourage students from leaving the property to purchase lunch. 
 

8:35 – 8:50 a.m.  Outdoor Supervision 
8:50 a.m.  Entry 
8:50 - 9:40 a.m. Period 1  
9:40 - 10:30 a.m. Period 2 
 
10:30 - 11:10 a.m. FITNESS/NUTRITION BREAK   
(40 minutes long) 
  10:30 – 10:50 (K - 3 eat, grade 4 - 8 play) 
  10:50 – 11:10 (K - 3 play, grade 4 - 8 eat) 
 
11:10 - 12:00 p.m. Period 3 
12:00 - 12:50 p.m. Period 4 
 
12:50 - 1:35 p.m. FITNESS/NUTRITION BREAK   
(45 minutes long - children who go home for lunch go at this time) 
  12:50 – 1:13 (K - 3 eat, grade 4 - 8 play) 
  1:13 – 1:35   (K - 3 play, grade 4 - 8 eat) 
 
1:35 - 2:25 p.m. Period 5 
2:25 - 3:15 p.m. Period 6  
3:15 p.m. Dismissal 
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School Entry and Exit 
 
At regular entry time, the students are to use the following doors: 
   JK/SK     Kindergarten Doors 

Grades 1 – 3     West End Doors by play structure   
Grades 4 – 8    North Back Doors by gym 
 

At dismissal time, the students are to use the following doors: 
      JK/SK        Kindergarten Doors 
            Bus Students       West End Doors by play structure 
      Walk/Bike Ride/Parent Pick Up   North Back Doors by gym 
Early entry may only be made with the prior approval of a teacher.  The front doors are for the 
use of guests, parents and students accompanied by parents.  
 
 
                  = “North Back Doors”  
                     After School                            
 Parent pick-up  

  Walk/Bike Exit 
 
 
 
                                                             

 = “West End Doors” 
                       After School  
   Bus Line Up Area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parking Lot Safety 
 
Our parking lot becomes particularly congested at dismissal time.  Seven buses, dozens of cars, 
420 children, teachers and parents makes for quite a scene!   Bussed students make their way 
to the West End Doors at dismissal.  Crossroads staff are on duty helping students safely board 
the correct bus or make their way to waiting cars.  For these reasons, here are a few 
suggestions to avoid unnecessary headaches: 
G If you are walking in to pick up your son/daughter, please meet them at the back/North 

doors closest to the gym.  You could also consider meeting older children at an alternate 
exit (i.e., at the line 2 driveway).   

G If you have come to pick up your child by car, park away from the bus loading zone and 
in designated parent parking spaces   

G Please do not park in the Ano parking@ zone as it is a fire lane required for emergency 
purposes.   

G If you are dropping in for a visit during the day, feel free to park at the front of the school 
or in any available parking space in our lot. 

G Be patient and courteous ... a few seconds patiently waiting is worth avoiding a lifetime of 
regret.    
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Bussing at Crossroads 
 
We wish to remind our families that a note or telephone call are required if students will not be 
riding their bus on a given day.  Please note that we are not authorized to switch st udents to 
a different bus for any reason (i.e., birthday part ies, play dates, etc.) .  Any permanent 
bussing changes or bussing inquiries should be directed to the Niagara Student Transportation 
Service (905)346-0290.  Similarly, if a student who normally rides the bus will be using a 
different form of transportation (i.e., bike, picked up by a grandparent) a note/telephone call is 
required.   

 

Attendance 
 
Regular and punctual attendance is paramount to academic success.  If a student is to be 
absent or late, parents are asked to call the school to inform us prior to the start of classes.  Our 
telephones are answered by our secretary, or designate, on school days from 8:00 a.m. until 
4:00 p.m.  You may call the school at any time of day as we also have a call-answer service.  
(905-468-7793) 
 
All students arriving late are asked to report to the office to sign in.  Students needing to leave 
early should have their parents pre-arrange this by telephone or with a note.  Again, students are 
asked to report to the office before leaving to sign out.  Parents are asked to meet their child at 
the office to avoid disturbing classes. 

 
Visitor Sign In 

 
Several years ago, the Ministry of Education introduced a ASafe Welcome Program@ as a part of 
the comprehensive Safe School Action Plan.  This program is mandated to ensure student 
safety while still encouraging a friendly and inviting atmosphere in schools.  It is in response to 
the increasing number of incidents in schools in which a stranger has entered the building and 
caused harm to children.   
 
To comply with the Ministry=s demands, and most importantly to ensure student safety, all 
parents and visitors must: 

• only access the school through the front door,  
• check in at the office, 
• sign in using the AVisitor Sign In@ book located in the main office,  
• wear a visitor=s badge during your stay with us, and 
• use washrooms designated for adults, as student washrooms are for children only. 

 
It is our hope that the 30 seconds it takes to sign in will not inconvenience or hinder our 
wonderful parent volunteers and visitors to the building.  We welcome your presence at 
Crossroads!              
 
If you are dropping off an item  for your son/daughter, you may simply check in at the office as 
per usual and allow one of our staff members to assist you.  We ask for your support ensuring 
that the learning environment is not disrupted unnecessarily during the instructional day.  
Therefore, we will hold lunches, homework and other forgotten items at the office for delivery 
during an appropriate break time. 
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Parents Picking Up Students 
 
Our dismissal times are 12:50 p.m. and 3:15 p.m.  Up to these times, classes are taking place.  
Teachers need the undivided attention of their students in order to maximize learning.  Also, with 
420 active children being dismissed, the halls become crowded. 
 
It is for these reasons that we ask you to wait outside of the school by your child=s exit door.  In 
this way you will be doing your part to protect the important educational environment for the 
students.  You will also be doing your part to ensure safety in the hallways. 

 
Should you wish to speak to a teacher at the end of the day, please come to the  
office through the front doors and we will make the arrangements and provide you  
with a visitor=s tag as per board and school policy. 

 

 
Inclement Weather and School Closing 

 
When weather conditions are unsafe, school closing and bus transportation cancellations may 
occur.  To find out about cancellations/closures, listen to local radio stations (i.e., AM 1220 - 
CHSC, FM 105.7 - CHRE or AM 610 – CKTB), visit the dsbn website at www.dsbn.org, or visit 
the Niagara Student Transportation Services website at www.NSTS.ca .  In the event school 
closes early and children are sent home, be sure your child knows where he/she is to go if you 
are not home.  Please do not call the school as our telephones will be needed for outgoing 
emergency calls. 

 
Student Illness and Injury 

 
If your son or daughter appears ill in the morning (i.e., running a temperature, 
nauseous, etc.), please keep him or her home.  Learning is difficult when you are not feeling well 
and we wish to prevent the spread of sickness to other students.  Sometimes one day at home 
resting can ensure that a student doesn=t become more seriously ill in days that follow. 
 
If your son/daughter becomes ill with a communicable disease (i.e., chicken pox, pink eye, 
impetigo, etc.), please check with your doctor before he/she returns to school.  A certificate from 
your doctor is not essential, but it is recommended. 
 
If a student becomes ill or is injured at school, they should inform the teacher or yard supervisor, 
who will contact the office.  We have several staff who are trained in first aid, and all staff are 
prepared to handle minor difficulties (i.e., bumps, cuts, etc.).  
 
A phone call may be made to the student=s home if the illness or injury is deemed to be more 
serious.  If staff are unable to reach anyone at home, the emergency contact number on the 
Student Information Form will be used.   
  
Please Note: Students are not kept in at recess due to illness as fresh air and exercise are 
essential to a healthy mind and body.  If your child is well enough to be at school, we consider 
him/her well enough to be outside.  Colds and coughs will not be affected if the student is 
properly dressed and does not over-extend him/herself.  We feel very strongly that if the child is 
too ill to go out for recess, it would be in the child=s best interest to remain home for the day.  If 
you believe your child is an exceptional case, please contact the principal to discuss the 
situation. 
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Medication 

 
If it is necessary for staff to administer medication at school, legislation requires 
written permission from the parent or guardian and sometimes a consent form 
from your doctor stating:   

* what medicine is needed 
* when the medication is to be given 
* for how long a period of time it is to be given 

Staff are not allowed to administer any medications without this authorization.  Forms are 
available at the office. 
 
Medication should be brought to the school by an adult and not be sent in with the student.  Any 
medication, including prescription and over-the-counter, that comes to the school should be 
brought directly to the office and may not be left in the classrooms or in a backpack with the 
exception of asthma inhalers, epi pens, or any other medication that must be administered 
immediately when needed.  Students may have these types of medications on their person or in 
their classroom.  Administration and teachers must be notified of any such medication in the 
students= possession.  Parents must instruct staff on the proper administration of the student=s 
medications. 
 
 

Head Lice 
 
Head Lice are a nasty part of life in an elementary school, where children are in close contact for 
much of the day.  If you notice that your child has a case of live head lice, we encourage you to 
call the school office.  We will send home a letter to the other parents in your son/daughter’s 
class so that they can also be checked.  It’s really the only way to stop the spread of this pest. 
 
Please ensure that your son/daughter is treated properly – we suggest a visit to your local 
pharmacy for advice on treatment and products that will work for you.  Read all instructions 
carefully and follow them step by step. No lice product kills all of the eggs, so a second 
treatment 7 to 10 days after the first treatment is needed. This will kill the newly hatched lice. As 
well, all the nits should still be removed. This is the only way to end the problem.  Follow up with 
the washing of recently worn clothes, bedding, hats, coats and towels. Vacuuming is helpful, but 
special sprays are not needed on furniture or floors. Lice live only a short time away from the 
head. 
 
All children returning to school following head lice treatment must report to the office to be 
checked before going to the classroom and will be required to return home if they are not free of 
live head lice. 
 
For more detailed information, contact the Niagara Region Public Health at 905-688-8248 ext. 
7379 or visit www.niagararegion.ca. 
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Internet Use 

 
Throughout the school year, students at Crossroads will have the opportunity to access the 
internet as a part of their studies.  All District School Board of Niagara policies regarding in-
school Internet usage will be enforced. This refers specifically to the Board=s AAcceptable Use 
Agreement@.  All students and parents/guardians must agree to abide by the directions of the 
Acceptable Use document before using the network services provided by DSBN.  The 
Acceptable Use Agreement for Internet use at school is reviewed with the student by both 
teacher and parents and is signed by both student and parent/guardian before access is 
permitted on the DSBN network.  The Acceptable Use form is included in the student organizer.   

Extracurricular Activities 
 
Each term a variety of activities are held for all students in the school to participate if they wish.  
A wide variety of both athletic and non-athletic choices are available.  Sports teams compete 
with various schools in our area after school.  Transportation costs will be absorbed by the 
school and/or volunteer drivers.  Participation in extracurricular activities is a privilege, earned by 
actively and positively working toward academic goals.  Students may be barred or removed 
from extracurricular activities at any time if regular school work is not being completed or 
attitude/behaviour in class is deemed unacceptable.  We strongly encourage all students to take 
part in the extracurricular programs at Crossroads.  An involved student is a happy student.  
School spirit is vital to holistic success!  (Please see page 17 for our Crossroads Student-Athlete 
Code of Conduct.) 
 

Dress Code 
 
How a student dresses affects the tone and atmosphere of the school.  As a result, we ask that 
you guide your child in purchasing and selecting clothing to wear that meets with the Dress Code 
at Crossroads.  The following are not permitted: 
‘ halter tops, tube tops or low cut shirts      
‘ spaghetti strap tops (straps less than 3 fingers wide) 
‘ bare backs or midriffs 
‘ visible undergarments (i.e., bra straps) 
‘ short shorts or short skirts  
‘ pants worn low (revealing underwear) 
‘ t-shirts with inappropriate messages (i.e., profane language, beer/alcohol logos, 

questionable messages, or scenes of a violent or sexual nature - appropriateness will be 
decided by staff) 

Students should always have both Aindoor@ and Aoutdoor@ footwear at school and safe and 
appropriate footwear should be worn at all times.  

 
School Council 

 
We are very fortunate at Crossroads Public School to have a dedicated group of parents 
involved in our School Council.  This energetic group of parents has a tremendous impact on the 
educational experience of your children.  They volunteer their time to attend council and 
committee meetings, to coordinate and run fundraisers, and plan a variety of other special 
events.  This group is mandated to meet at least four times each year, although we tend to get 
together monthly to keep up-to-date on the trends in education and the impact it has on our 
children at the school.  Meetings are always open to any interested parents.  The dates and 
times are listed in the monthly newsletters or on our website.  Please come and join us! 
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Physical Education Clothing 

 
Students should have proper attire to take part in physical education classes - shorts, t-shirt, 
socks, and running shoes.  Flip flops and Crocs are not appropriate or safe footwear for physical 
education and dresses or jeans can make movement difficult and uncomfortable.  
Sweater/sweatshirts and track pants may be wise to pack when running outside in cooler 
weather.  We encourage students wear Crossroads Athletic wear, which is sold at the beginning 
of each school year by order, as it helps us to identify our students at sporting events, 
encourages school spirit, and is a good value for families looking for athletic wear.  If you should 
require additional or new items during the school year, please enquire at the school office.   

 
Food At School 

 
The safety of our students as well as the Ministry’s new Healthy Foods Legislation  
helps to guide our decision-making when serving food at school.  During the year,  
we may serve “special meals” and details will be sent home about costs and  
ordering before each meal.  Cheese pizza, prepared in a way that meets Ministry  
health guidelines, will be served on Thursdays.  Milk (chocolate and white) is  
available daily.  Order forms for both milk and pizza will be sent home near the  
end of each month to pre-order for the following month. 
 
Due to the number and severity of life threatening nut allergies at our school, we ask that all 
students bring nut-free snacks and lunches.  Washing hands and faces before arriving at school 
is an excellent precaution if children have had a nut product for breakfast.   
 
Note:  If you wish to send a food item into school for a class (i.e., birthday treats, holiday 
snack), please be sure to speak to your child’s tea cher in advance to make these 
arrangements.  We want to ensure that these snacks are distributed in a manner that 
ensures safety, but also that lunches are eaten fir st.  Kids tend to “fill up” up on treats if 
given the opportunity.  

 
 

Crossing Guard 
 

We are very fortunate to have a crossing guard at our Line 2 entrance to help children safely 
cross the street.  She is on duty 30 minutes before the school day begins, and 30 minutes after it 
ends, as well as the entire second break (lunch).  
 
If your children walk to school, please take the time to walk their route with them.  Show them 
the safest path, that (if applicable) includes walking to our crossing guard.  Older children tend to 
want to cross the street alone, but this compromises their safety and also sets a bad example for 
younger children. We ask your support in ensuring that you build a safe plan for walking to 
school, and insist your children stick to it. 
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Homework at Crossroads 
 
What is Homework? 
Any work that a student does at home which is related to a school program and designated to make 
him/her a better student can be considered homework.  It does not solely consist of specific exercises 
assigned by the teacher.  Therefore, if a student is completing unfinished work, reviewing work presented 
previously, studying for a test, or just doing some interesting reading, it can be called homework.  
Homework should never be “new learning”, but rather practice, consolidation and review.   
 
By completing homework, a child learns to work independently, organize his/her time, use good study 
skills, and develop self-discipline by accepting responsibility for completion of the work.  It also connects 
home and school. 
 
Homework builds on classroom work and it includes the review of previously learned material.  Teachers 
may assess homework assignments to gain feedback on how well students understand and apply the 
material the teacher presented, however, these marks will not be used to generate report card grades.  
According to our new Ministry Policy Document, Growing Success, “assignments for evaluation must not 
include ongoing homework that students do in order to consolidate their knowledge and skills or to 
prepare for the next class”.   
 
The amount of time required to do homework will vary according to the student’s age, grade, and needs.  
It may take the form of completing daily assignments, research, study, note completion, preparation for 
class or simply reading for enjoyment.   Most often this work will be done at home, however, sometimes 
children will be asked to stay in at recess or lunch to complete class work. 
 
How Can Parents Help? 
Parent involvement in the homework process is essential.  Often children need reminders to complete 
tasks and to give 100% effort.  Set aside a place and time for homework completion and be consistent.  
Good habits last a lifetime!  Other assistance might include helping them to generate ideas, encouraging 
them to have another look at a problem or question, or pointing out a recurring error.   
Important Reminders : 

• Encourage your child to see the teacher when he/she doesn’t understand the material.  If 
homework is a struggle to complete, further teacher instruction may be required. 

• Set an appropriate time limit for homework, and stick to it.  Chunk the work into smaller sub-tasks. 
• Use your judgment  – if you think your child has worked long enough – stop .  Speak to your 

child’s teacher for further guidance.  Don’t be concerned if your child doesn’t have homework 
every night.  This could mean he/she has fulfilled work expectations during school time.  
Encourage him/her to read, research in an area of interest, or refine previously completed work. 
Take some time to talk about/reflect upon what your son/daughter has learned each day. 

A little encouragement from parents to ensure that the student completes homework and places it back in 
his/her backpack is helpful.   Parents should be reminded to only provide the necessary level of help to 
encourage their children and not more than is needed.  Students must learn independent work and study 
skills.  Check your son/daughter’s agenda on a regular basis. 
 
Extended Absence: 
If a child is absent from school due to illness, work done in class can be sent home for completion as long 
as the parent and student feel comfortable completing the assignment without direct teacher instruction.  
“Catch up work” can also be provided after the student has had the benefit of teacher instruction. 
To ensure homework is meaningful and appropriate, the staff at Crossroads do not prepare homework 
packages for children who will be away on vacation.  If you are planning a vacation during school time, 
please speak to your son/daughter’s teacher for specific details and to build an appropriate plan for his/her 
return to routines. 
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 School Volunteers 
 
Volunteers come from a variety of domains: parents, grandparents, community members, 
business, secondary and post-secondary students.  Volunteers assist our students in a variety of 
ways: Help in a classroom, the library, the gym, the office, the computer lab, the gardens, or 
anywhere else in the school!  We welcome your contribution.  All our volunteers are required to 
sign a confidentiality agreement and are asked to abide by the following Volunteer Role 
Description: 
 
G Be Prepared - Contact the teacher prior to your arrival in order to establish a day and 

time when you are needed.  Simply Adropping in@ to volunteer is not fair to the teacher 
who may not have prepared tasks and feel compelled to find work when he/she should 
be teaching.  Remember to report to the office upon your arrival to sign in at the office 
and to obtain a volunteer badge. 

G Problems: Please let us know at any time if you are uncomfortable with your work or feel 
you need a change.  We have many areas of need within the school and your talents will 
be put to use! 

G Discipline: Please discuss student behaviour problems with the teacher as it is ultimately 
the teacher=s responsibility to discipline the student.  Such difficulties are confidential and 
are not to be discussed outside the classroom.   

G Absence: It takes time on the part of the teacher to prepare tasks for you to complete and 
he/she will be depending on your punctual arrival.  If you are unable to volunteer at your 
scheduled time, please contact the teacher in advance. 

G Safety: Please take the time to become familiar with Fire Exits and other safety 
procedures when working in the school.  The teacher can provide you with the necessary 
information. 

G Confidentiality: As mentioned earlier, disciplinary matters and any information gained 
regarding academic achievement (i.e., through marking, shared reading, assessments, 
etc.) is strictly confidential.  This information is only to be discussed with the teacher and 
not outside the school. 

G Have Fun: We hope you enjoy your time volunteering at Crossroads.  We are happy to 
have you assisting our students. 

 

 
School Supplies 

 
Everything your child needs to be successful in school will be provided by our 
staff, including texts and learning materials.  However, we often have requests 
from parents for guidance when purchasing “back to school” supplies for 
children.  We create a School Supplies Guide each June and distribute it with 
our students to guide in making your purchases.  You can also check with your 
son/daughter’s teacher for suggestions. 
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Student Street Proofing 
 
Even in a quiet country school like Crossroads, students need to be prepared to deal with 
strangers and unsafe situations.  Our staff speak to students regularly about safe conduct and 
we suggest that parents review these rules at home as well: 
1.   Don=t talk to strangers. 
2. Walk with others.  Use the buddy system. 
3. Do not take short cuts through parks, fields, etc. even if they are well lit. 
4. Let someone know where you are and where you are going. 
5. If you event SUSPECT someone is following you, RUN!  Go to the nearest safe haven. 
6. Walk confidently and be aware of your surroundings. 
7. NEVER GET INTO A STRANGER=S VEHICLE.  Should a stranger try to get you into 

their vehicle, run away immediately and tell a trusted adult.  
 

Vandalism 
 
Any destruction of property creates potential safety hazards and is also costly to the school, 
taking necessary funds away from children and putting them into repairs.  We ask for your help 
in reporting any suspicious activity you witness at the school.  A 24 hour line is available where 
you can report any unusual activity on school grounds – 905-682-8065 or 905-563-1293.  Thank 
you for helping to keep our property safe for students! 

 
After Hours Use of Crossroads 

 
A school is an important part of any community.  We are always happy to see families playing on 
the fields, play structure and basketball courts at Crossroads after school hours and on 
weekends.  Please note, during the hours that our staff are not on duty, the supervision of 
children is the responsibility of parents.  We also ask that parents follow the DSBN “No 
Smoking” and “No Dogs” policies while at our school.  We need to keep our school property safe 
and clean for students.   
 
If you are interested in renting our facility for after hours use, please visit the DSBN website 
(www.dsbn.org) Community Use of Schools area.  We are unable to make those arrangements 
for you here at the school. 

Electronics at School 
 
At Crossroads, technology is an important part of our program and there will be many 
opportunities for learning using desktops, laptops, iPads, iPods, video equipment, cameras, and 
more.  To ensure student safety and appropriate use, we will take on a three-fold approach: 
1.  Strict enforcement of the DSBN Acceptable Use policy (found in the student organizer), 
2.  Educating students to use technology safely and responsibly, 
3.  and Ensuring technology from home doesn’t come to school without both parent and teacher 
permission.  (See prohibited items for details.) 
It is our goal to teach our students to be responsible citizens in the digital world, and to use 
technology effectively for learning.  Please contact your child’s teacher for details about how 
he/she plans to use technology in your child’s programming. 
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Prohibited Items 
 

Students should not bring valuable personal property to school.  Loss and theft are facts of life, 
and often these lost or stolen articles are never returned to their rightful owner.  Similarly, other 
items may cause unwanted distraction and/or health and safety perils, and are consequently 
prohibited from school property and while riding on the bus.  Students should not bring these 
items to school: 

• hard balls, golf balls, Lacrosse sticks and balls 
• roller blades, heelies, roller skates 
• matches, lighters    
• pills, medicine, drugs, tobacco products, alcohol (all medications must be 

distributed through the office) 
• weapons (e.g., knives, sling shots, cap guns, laser pointers, toy guns, etc.) 
• pets (without teacher permission) 
• electronics such as cell phones, cameras, IPODs, MP3 players, Game Boys, DS, DSI, 

PSP, etc. (without teacher permission)  See electronics at school section . 
• chewing gum, liquid paper (tape style white-out is preferred) 

Note: Skateboards, scooters and bicycles are healthy forms of transportation to and from school, but must 
be walked onto the property and appropriately stored during the day (bikes locked in the bike rack, 
scooters/skateboards in lockers with teacher permission).  For safety reasons, we discourage students in 
grades 3 and under from riding bikes, scooters or skateboards to school unless accompanied by a parent. 

 
Lockdowns 

 
As part of our Emergency Response Preparedness Plan, the students of Crossroads Public 
School will be involved in practice (simulated) lockdown procedures several times each year.  
This is in keeping with the District School Board of Niagara Emergency Response Protocol.  
 
Similar to fire drills, classroom teachers will review the procedures that students must follow 
during a lockdown. A practice drill is expected to take approximately two to five minutes.  The 
goals of practicing a lockdown include: 
! to react in a predictable way to an unpredictable situation 
! to have students and staff in a safe and secure area 
! to keep hallways clear 
! to move quickly and quietly 
! to develop and refine a specific plan based on the needs of our school 
 
Each classroom teacher will spend time talking with students about the procedures to be 
followed in the event of a lockdown situation.  They will present situations such as extreme 
weather or facility issues (i.e., electrical/plumbing problem) as reasons for a lockdown to occur.  
During a lockdown, staff members will ensure that all students remain inside a classroom, gym, 
library or other designated area with the door locked. 
 
While we sincerely wish that no event causes us to enact these precautions, we feel that 
practicing these procedures, just as we practice fire drills, prepares our students and staff to 
react appropriately in case of an emergency, making our school safer for all. If you have any 
questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us at the school. 
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How to Help your Child Handle Bullying 

 
At Crossroads Public School, we have a strong AAnti-Bullying@ focus.  It is a part of every day in 
the classroom, on the playground and in the halls.  Teaching students to become responsible, 
respectful and kind is an ongoing concern of all the staff here at the school. 
 
Often parents ask how they can help their children at home with the issues that face them.  Here 
are some suggestions that may assist you in helping your child: 
 
< Skill Building: Parents can assist their children by listening to them when they report 

problems.  Parents can help equip their child with appropriate strategies for dealing with 
bullies at an early age.  Discuss the following skills with your child: 
‘ Get Help - Ask for help from a friend or a classmate.  Ask for help from your 

parent, your teacher or another adult. 
‘ Make a Plan - Find kids to hang out with.  Stay with kids who treat each other 

respectfully.  Join clubs and activities.  Know which parts of the school are most 
likely to have supervisors and go there.  Know which kids or groups to avoid. 

‘ Assert Yourself - Stick up for yourself by using assertive words.  Make AI@ 
statements telling the bully how you feel.  (AI don=t like being called names.@) Set 
limits to what you will allow others to say to you.  (AIf you want to talk to me, don=t 
put me down.@) Ask questions about the bully=s behaviour.  (AWhy are you 
bugging me?@)   

 
< You do not want to be passive in dealing with bullies.  Being passive means that you 

don=t say or do anything to avoid the bully.  By not saying anything to the bully you let 
them control the situation.  You do not want to be aggressive toward the bully.  That 
means you are trying to hurt them back either with words or by physical contact.  That 
only makes the situation worse.  Instead, be assertive. 
‘ Passive: Your words and actions do not communicate clearly your 

desire that the bullying behaviour stop.  You do not protect your 
rights and others.  You lose control of the situation and give the 
power to the bully. 

‘ Aggressive: Your words and actions are hurtful toward the bully. 
‘ Assertive: Your words and actions communicate clearly your 

desire that the bullying behaviour stop.  You respond in a way that 
protects your rights and others.  You keep control of the situation 
and keep the power. 

 
< Report Bullying.  Know the difference between tattling and telling.  Tattling is rooted in a 

desire to get people in trouble and telling is to g et yourself out of or prevent 
trouble.  Don=t hide bullying.  Your courage may help many others from not being bullied. 
 Remember, we at school cannot solve a problem that we know nothing about.  As a 
parent, don=t hesitate to contact your child=s teacher to communicate a persistent bullying 
problem so that we can address it before it grows into something serious. 
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Safe School Policies 

 
The DSBN has some new policies designed to create a safe, supportive and nurturing 
environment for all students.   
As a parent, your child's safety and well-being is important to you. At the DSBN, we firmly 
believe that a safe learning environment is essential for students to succeed. In June 2007, the 
provincial government passed Bill 212, the Education Amendment Act, (Progressive Discipline 
and School Safety). Its provisions took effect on February 1, 2008. The board=s Policy Advisory 
Committee reviewed existing policies, and either maintained, revised or replaced them.  

 
To fulfill the obligations of the Act, and further its commitment to student success, the District 
School Board of Niagara has also launched the R.I.S.E. (Reducing Incidences of Suspensions 
and Expulsions) program. R.I.S.E. provides educational structure and supervision to youth that 
are suspended or expelled from DSBN schools, ensuring that they have the opportunity to 
continue their education. 
 
The following are highlights of the policies and practices required by the legislation, several of 
which are already DSBN policy: 
 

⋅ Bullying is a behaviour for which students can be suspended 
⋅ Students who are suspended or expelled will have the opportunity to continue learning 
⋅ Homework packages will be made available to students who are suspended for five days 

or fewer, ensuring they don=t fall behind their peers  
⋅ Students suspended for a period of six or more days are eligible to enter the R.I.S.E. 

program and/or continue to receive homework packages. 
⋅ Parents meet with the Principal and school staff to complete an Action Plan to ensure the 

student=s success. 
⋅ Activities that negatively impact the school environment, such as inappropriate online 

behaviour, including cyber-bullying, may result in suspension or expulsion. A student may 
face discipline even if the inappropriate behaviour does not occur on school grounds, 
school sanctioned trips, or during school hours.  

⋅ Expulsions are determined by the Board=s Discipline Committee. Individual Principals will 
no longer be able to expel students.  

⋅ A progressive discipline approach will be taken when determining consequences for 
inappropriate behaviour 

⋅ When determining consequences for inappropriate behaviour, principals must consider 
mitigating and other factors 

 
If you have any questions regarding the DSBN Safe Schools policies, please contact the principal by 

calling the school office. 
 

Thank you for working with us as we continue to nurture a school climate that supports learning and 
encourages students to achieve to their fullest potential.   
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STUDENT-ATHLETE CODE OF CONDUCT 

CROSSROADS PUBLIC SCHOOL 
 

A student's involvement in school sports provides opportunities and experiences that are 
important to the development of the whole child. 
 
However, student-athletes must remember that their participation in school sports is a privilege, 
not a right. The playing field is an extension of the classroom and behaviour expectations are the 
same in the gymnasium as they are throughout the school. 
 
The actions of a student-athlete are a reflection of themselves, their team, their school, and their 
community, so team mates, coaches and school administrators will expect the following 
commitments from every member of a Crossroads' school team: 
 
RESPECT  Show respect for, and acceptance of, team mates, coaches, opponents, 

officials and spectators. 
 
RESPONSIBILITY Be on-time and always do my best during practices, games, and 

tournaments. 
   Maintain an acceptable academic standard throughout the  sport's 

season. 
 
INTEGRITY  Play within the rules of the game at all times. 
   Refrain from the use of foul and/or profane language. 
 
CARING  Support team mates and their efforts for success. 
   Be humble in victory and gracious in defeat. 
 
OPTIMISM  Prepare to do their best and maintain a positive attitude during games and 

practices. 
 
PERSEVERANCE Never give up and always give their best effort until the game or practice 

is over. 
 
COURAGE  Do the right thing when competing in games, cheering from the bench, 

and participating in practices. 
 
COOPERATION Work together with team mates and coaches to help make the team the 

best it can be. 
 
If a student-athlete is unable to meet any of these commitments, they may be: 

• “benched” for the remainder of the game or practice 
• ineligible to play in one or more games (but still be expected to attend) 
• removed from the team 
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Helpful Hints 
How to Make School Days Go Smoothly  

 
A new school year is a wonderful time to put routines in place that 
help students to be ready and energized for school each day.  
Here=s a few hints that might get the school day off to a good start. 
 
 
Get Organized  

 
( Ask one of your children to make a stop sign for the inside of the front door with a list 

for everyone to check: Lunch?  Musical Instruments?  Homework? 
 
( Spend a few minutes with your children each night discussing items recorded in their 

organizers and planning ahead to ensure that assignments are completed on time. 
 
( Have kids label their clothes with laundry-proof marker or iron-on name tags.  This will 

help us find the owner when items appear in the Lost and Found. 
 
( Create a AHurry Please!@ laundry bin just for gym clothes, sports uniforms and favourite 

outfits. 
 
( Make sure kids memorize your work phone number as well as your home phone 

number. 
 
( Post the school newsletter calendar in a visible spot like the fridge and check it nightly 

to be sure you are prepared for any special events. 
 
 
Sanity Savers  
 
( Insist kids lay out tomorrow=s school clothes and load their backpacks the night before.  

For parents with early primary children, send along a set of extra clothes (pants, socks, 
mittens, shirt) for the unexpected “accidents” that can occur at school.  These can be 
kept in your child’s locker/cubby and will save you a drive to school. 

 
( Give each child an inexpensive alarm clock and make it his/her responsibility to wake 

up and get dressed. 
 
( Set the stove timer to go off when it=s time to leave for school or 

the bus. 
 
( Establish Aschool night@ TV and homework rules and hold your 

ground. 


